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A. Introduction
Fundamentally, there are only 7 ways to increase your profits. Inside this Study Guide you will:

» Discover what those 7 ways to increase your profitability are

»  Understand how by making just a few small changes to what you’re doing now, can have a dramatic effect on your
bottom line

» See the hundreds of strategies that you can implement to increase your business profitability
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B. 7 ways to increase your profits explained
It doesn’t matter what business you are in or where you are located, fundamentally there are 7 ways to increase the 
profitability of your business:

1. Attract new potential customers (lead generation)

2. Turn more of those potential customers into actual customers (sales conversion)

3. Keep more of those customers from defecting to your competition (retention rate)

4. Get those customers to do business with you more often (transaction frequency)

5. Encourage them to spend more money with you each time they buy (‘average sale’ or ‘transaction value’)

6. Reduce the Cost of Goods Sold (profit improvement)

7. Reduce the Expenses (profit improvement)

Which of these areas do you focus on the most?

If you’re like most people, you spend most of your time focusing on point number 1 – attracting new potential 
customers or generating leads.

And while you focus all your attention on this area, you end up neglecting other areas which are potentially even more 
profitable for your business.

Moreover, while you focus all your time on attracting new leads, you’re actually missing some absolutely massive 
sales and profit opportunities!

Here’s a simple exercise that illustrates this MASSIVE impact in detail …

First – for the purposes of this exercise, let’s say that in any year you attract 10,000 leads to your business by way of 
advertising, flyers, direct mail, word of mouth, passing trade, and other promotional activities that you undertake.

Then – let’s say that you discovered a new advertising method that enabled you to attract 10% more enquiries each 
year which in turn meant 10% more new customers. Your customers have now increased to 11,000.

Next – picture what would happen if you increase your sales conversion ratios by 10%. So let’s say that your sales 
conversion rate (the number of people who buy in relation to the number of people who enquire) is 30% and by 
increasing your conversion rate by 10% that number grows to 33%.

Then – you might notice that over the course of the year, about 5% of your customers tend to drift away to your 
competition. What if you could reduce that customer defection rate by 10% … to 4.5%. If your customer retention rate 
was 95% before, it would now by 95.5%.

Now, let’s imagine that you managed to get your customers to deal with you 10% more often over the year … so – 
instead of doing business with you just the once, they do business with you 1.1 times.

Next, you work out that by implementing certain 
initiatives you can get customers to spend 10% more 
with you each time they visit. That takes your average 
transaction value from, say $1,000 to $1,100.

As you can see, only small 10% changes were made to 
each of these areas. But when you put all these changes 
together the improvements are dramatic … way more than 
the small 10% figure.
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Here’s an illustration of that. The following calculation shows the numbers before any increase and multiplies them to 
estimate turnover roughly.

No of prospects Conversion rate No of customers Retention rate No of retained 
customers

x = =x

Now, fill out your own details below...

No of prospects Conversion rate No of customers Retention rate No of retained 
customers

x = =x

See what happens to your revenue when we increase just one area – attracting new leads by 10%:

No of prospects

No of prospects

1100 30% 330 .80 264

Conversion rate

Conversion rate

No of customers

No of customers

Retention rate

Retention rate

No of retained 
customers

No of retained 
customers

x

x

=

=

=

=

x

x

Let’s take that a step further. Write your new, increased figures down below …

Now, when we increase the conversion rate by 10% see what happens...

And for your business?

Now what if we increased your retention rate by 5%, from, say 80% to 85%

Or…

x x =$ $

x x =$ $

x1,000 1.1 $100 $110,000x =

x1,000 .85 $110 $110,000x =
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Complete the figures below for your business and calculate the results:

Now work out the results that occur when you increase EACH area by 10% at the same time.

Incredible, isn’t it. There’s a multiplier effect. The revenue isn’t’ increased by just 10% but by a massive 33.3%

In the above example, that means an additional $xxxxx in revenue simply by making very small adjustments to what 
you’re currently doing.

Try this calculation on your own business now.

Exciting news, isn’t it!

But that news gets even better when you consider what activities need to be undertaken to achieve these increases. 
The answer is “very little”. You see, the changes in each of these areas only need to be small. So achieving them is 
quite easy with the right strategies in place.

x x =$ $

x1,000 1.1 $110
Turnover!

x =
$

x
Turnover!

x =
$
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C.  How to implement the 7 ways to increase the
profitability of your business

There are 100’s of ways to achieve profit improvement in your business. These member strategies address the most 
potent ones for your business.

In the meantime, here’s a snapshot of the main initiatives you can undertake to increase the profitability of your 
business.

1. Lead generation

» Banner advertising

» Barter Exchange

» Billboards

» Blogs

» Broadcast fax campaign

» Brochures

» Business cards

» Buy Database Lists

» Catalogues

» Cinema advertising

» Cold calling

» Competitions surveys

» Direct mail

» Directories

» Distributors agents

» Email campaign

» Fetes and shows

» Franchisees

» Fridge magnets

» Fundraisers

» Government contracts

» Host beneficiaries

» Increase no. of locations

» Letterbox flyers

» Magazine advertising

» Network marketing

» Networking

» New territories

» Newspaper advertising

» Newsletters

» Newspaper inserts

»  Online e-newsletter co-
registration

» Online pay per click advertising

» Open days

» Party plan

» Passing trade

» Piggy back invoice mailings

» Point of sale displays

» Postcard mailings

» Premises signage

» Press releases

» Product packaging

» Promotional items

» Public relations

» Referral incentives

» Salespeople

» School newsletters

» Search Engine Optimisation

» Seminars and events

» Shop-a-dockets

» Shopping centre promotion

» Skywriting

» Sponsorships

» Stickers

» Strategic alliance

» Taxi backs

» Team selling incentives

» Telemarketing

» Television advertising

» Tenders

» Test and measure

» Trade journal advertising

» Trade longer hours

» Trade shows

» Uniforms

» Website

» Widow displays

» Write a book

» Yellow Pages
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2. Converting more leads into sales
» 1800 nos.

» Apply law of scarcity

» Articulate your vision/mission

» Ask for the sale

» Ask questions and listen.

» Before and after pictures

» Bulk buy specialist

» Create benefits list

»  Create audio and DVD sales
demos

» Create flowchart of sales process

» Create product comparison sheets

» Cross sell techniques

» Develop own product line

»  Develop Unique Selling
Proposition

» Display your awards

» Demonstrations

» Down sell techniques

» Educate on value not price

» Enable mail order/home delivery

» Entertain customers

» Factory tours

» Follow up

» Free trial

» Gift cheque towards purchase

» Gimmicks with direct mail

» Give away samples

» Greet prospects by name

» Implement positioning techniques

» Improve dress standard

»  Improve quality of quotes, tenders
and proposals

» In store merchandising

» Increase payment methods

» Increase quality

» Increase range or variety

» Loss Leaders

» Make a “today only” offer

» Make value added offer

» Make it easy to by

» Measure conversion rate

» Offer a written guarantee

» Offer credit account facilities

» Offer easy payment terms

» Offer ideas and advice

» On-hold message

» Packaging

» Point of sales displays

» Pre-print press articles

» Pre-send appointment cards

» Produce product/price sheet

» Reply paid address

» Sales scripts

»  Sales training for all team
members

» Sell exclusive range

» Sell on emotion and dreams

» Set sales targets

» Smile, build trust and rapport

» Surveys to past customers

» Testimonial list

» Target better prospects

» Under promise and over deliver

» Up sell techniques

»  Use drip feed/teaser launch
campaigns

» Use needs analysis questionnaires

» Use quality brochures

» Write “our story”

»  Write more effective sales copy &
allow prepayment

» Write team member profiles
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3. Increase client retention rate
» Focus Groups

» Client Loyalty Program

» Frequent Buyer Program

» Customer Feedback

» Under promise and overdeliver

» Regular follow-up

» Regular Review sessions

» Testimonials

»  Constant and Never Ending
Improvement

» Team Commitment Statement

» Create Magic Moments

»  Target the kinds of clients you
want to work with

» Sack the C and D clients

» Social Activities

4. Encourage customers to do business with you more often

» Accept trade-ins

» Ask them to buy again

» Be consistent

» Be reliable

» Closed door sale

» Competitions

» Contracts

» Create a database

» Create magic moments

» Customer only events

»  Educate customers about all your
products

» Educate on value

» Fax broadcast

» Frequent Buyers Program

» Have multiple purchase card

»  Implementation program rolling
schedule timeline

»  Implementation program –
calendar timeline

» Increase credit levels

» Increase product range

» Keep in touch

» Members cards and key rings

» Membership or VIP Club card

» Offer incentives/rebates

» Offer on net purchase

» Post purchase reassurance

» Pre-sell

» Product of the week

» Promotional gifts

» Rebook next visit now

» Regular upgrades

» Reminder system

» Send out regular newsletters

» Streamline your service

» Target likely repeaters

» Telemarketing

» Overpromise over deliver

» Until further notice deals

» Use call cycling

» Information nights

» Free upgrades

» Client social events

» Create a checklist/shopping list

» Labels

» Direct mail offers

» Catalogues

» Co-op promotions

»  Promote other peoples products/
services

» Rent/sell database

» Clean up database

» Tell “our story”

» Know customer’s name

» Become their friend

» Free trial

» New product launch

» Give a shareholding

» Sell more consumables

»
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5. Increase transaction value
» 4 for the price of 3 offers

» Add on sell

» Add value

»  Build rapport/treat as special

» Bulk buy deal

» Buy one get one free

» Checklist

» Cross sell

» Down sell

» Easy finance

» Easy payment terms

» Educate on value pricing

» Feature impulse buys

» Frequent flyer points

» Gift with purchase

»  Give away perceived value

» Increase prices

» Ins store video promos

» Ins store promotion

»  Inviting product packaging

» Lay by

»  Make sure clients know your full
name and service list

»  Measure the Average sale

»  Minimum value order amount

» Point of sale material

» Questionnaire

»  Sell extra warranty insurance

» Service contracts

»  Set KPIs for Average XX sale goal

» Shopping list

» Stop discounting

» Train your team

» Up-sell

»  Use either/or questioning

6.  Improve profitability (Reduce expenses and Costs of Goods Sold)

» Reduce costs by 10%

» Increase gross profit margins

» Measure absolutely everything

» Set 6 month expense budgets

» Develop better negotiation skills

» Negotiate fixed rates not variable

»  Calculate work costs as a fraction
of sales

» Shift work and contractors

» Work from home

» Smaller premises

» Rent out idle space

» Mobile business

» Rent not buy

» Start buying a group or co-op

» Train team

» Boost productivity

» Boost time management

» Eliminate errors and re-work

» Employ people in-house

» Cut the fat from management

» Reduce team size

» Reduce Director’s fees

» Invest in technology to streamline

» Automate everything

» Systemise then humanise

»  Ensure accounts are paid on a
regular and timely basis

» Reduce payment terms to 7 days

» Charge for offering finance

»  Use company CD for bonus points
and 55 days interest free

» Stop running ads that don’t work

» Recycle
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7. Increase your Gross Profit Margin
» Reduce costs by 10%

» Measure everything

» Set monthly expenditure budgets

» Learn better negotiation skills

» Negotiate a fixed, not variable rate

»  Work costs as a percentage of
sales

»  Shift work & employee
alternatives

» Work from home

» Join or start a buying group

» Sell via party plan or multilevel

» Sell via direct mail or internet

»  Decrease range & sell only fast
moving stock

» Do it right the first time

» Reduce duplication

»  Buy in bulk, pay & receive over
time

» Take stock on consignment

» Manufacture yourself

» Sell your own label

»  Re-package smaller or your own
label

» Sell an exclusive label

» Sell only quality

» Stop discounting

» Less money tied up in inventory

»  Negotiate employment
agreements

» Stop paying overtime

» Commission only sales team

» Train your team

»  Efficiency, productivity and time

management

» Reduce team size

» Reduce unnecessary management

» Employ people in-house

» Team incentives based on margins

»  Only purchase with authorised
orders

»  Sell products/services with better
margins

» Know your actual costs

» Have accounts checked

»  Keep accurate data on your
customers

» Eliminate C’s & D’s

» Invest in technology

»  Sell obsolete equipment and
machinery
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D. Key points summarised
» There are 7 key ways to increase profits in any business

» Making small changes to each of these areas has a multiplying effect on sales

»  Most businesses focus all their effort on lead generation when there are other more profitable initiatives they can
be doing

E. Action plan
What Why Who When
Discuss with team 
members the opportunities 
this strategy has to offer 

Get team involved and 
encourage “ownership”

You and your team

Put in place monitoring and 
measuring systems to see 
how well your business is 
performing in each of these 
areas.

Get an “accurate” picture 
of where your business is 
at now.

You and your team

Perform the 7 ways 
calculations for your 
business

Know what profit 
improvement opportunities 
lie ahead

You

Look through the list 
and identify just 1 easy 
initiative you can put in 
place in each of the areas

Ensure the strategies you 
implement are easy to do 
and therefore you can start 
seeing results immediately

You and your team

Implement initiatives Make changes happen You and your team
Monitor and measure 
results 

Know exactly how well each 
of the changes are doing

You and your team

Make improvements where 
necessary

Understanding that 
Constant and Never Ending 
Improvement is one of 
the keys to sustained 
profitability

You and your team

Implement new strategies 
on each of these 7 ways

Further increase 
profitability

You and your team 
members

Ask your BSI coach for 
implementation advice 

Ensure these initiatives 
happen easily

You and your BSI coach




